Abstract We present a comprehensive study of regional distance P-coda recorded by a medium-aperture array station located in Chiang Mai, Thailand (CMAR). Using array processing techniques, we analyzed data from 955 events that occurred at distances of 13°-30°with primarily continental paths. Nearly all significant, coherent arrivals in the P-coda traveled along the great circle path with ray parameters within 2-3 sec=deg of the direct arrival. Most of this energy was created near the source, probably via L g ; R g → P scattering. This was especially true at the larger distances of 28°-30°i n which coda decay rates decreased and large-amplitude significant arrivals occurred throughout the first 30 sec of the coda. The codas from approximately 40 intermediatedepth events in our data set were generally less energetic than shallow-event coda at comparable distances. In some cases, the coherent later arrivals we observed were related to upper mantle triplications. At distances of 14°-17°we observed clear secondary arrivals related to the 410 km discontinuity. They appeared on average 2 sec later than expected relative to the first arrivals, which may be partially explained by a depressed 410 beneath Burma. We isolated the diffuse component of the P-coda by subtracting array beams from individual elements to create residual seismograms. The diffuse, residual energy was highly variable from trace to trace and became equal in amplitude to the coherent component after only 20-30 sec of lapse time. We used a high-resolution maximum-likelihood technique to compute frequency-wavenumber spectra of the residual seismograms but did not conclusively observe any deterministic P → R g scatterer locations. The majority of the diffuse energy is created quite close to CMAR and does not travel as a plane wave across the array.
Introduction
An important part of verification seismology is understanding the nature of the complex coda waves that commonly follow P waves. Partially, this is motivated by the importance of identifying depth phases. The recognition of a distinct pP or sP wave at least several seconds after P is one of the simplest and quickest means of discriminating earthquakes from explosions. But even for sources known to be explosions, analysis of P-coda is potentially relevant to constraining the shot depth and the geologic properties of remote nuclear test sites (Gupta and Blandford, 1987; Gupta and Wagner, 1992; Lay and Zhang, 1992) , both of which factors are important for yield estimation.
A general model of teleseismic P-coda was put forth by Dainty (1990) based primarily on analyses of seismic array data. In this model, P-coda consists of a coherent part and a diffuse part. The coherent part is made up of P energy arriving with approximately the same vector slowness as the first arrival. It can be created by specular reflections and multiples such as pP, pwP, and PdpP (where d is the depth to some velocity discontinuity) that can be simulated in 1D Earth models and also by the scattering of P, S, or R g waves into P by surface topography or geologic inhomogeneities with spatial scales similar to the dominant seismic wavelength. Importantly though, in this model the coherent part of the coda is created in the near-source region. The diffuse part of teleseismic P-coda is created by reciprocal processes occurring near the receiver, and so consists of energy arriving with variable vector slowness as well as energy from local scatterers that does not propagate as a plane wave. Dainty (1990) presented evidence that the diffuse portion of the teleseismic P-coda had a strong component of near-receiver P → L g scattered energy. Similar observations of scattered shear and/or surface wave energy in P-coda have been reported in other studies (Key, 1967; Lynnes and Lay, 1989; Bannister et al., 1990) , and there have been computer simulations that show how such energy can be created (e.g., Levander and Hill, 1985; Kennett, 1987; Dainty and Schultz, 1995) . However, the great success of the receiver function technique demonstrates that there is also often a significant deterministic component to P-coda generated near the receiver in the form of Pds conversions and associated multiples. It is also well known that seismometers situated on sedimentary basins tend to have ringy P-coda created by deterministic P reverberations within the low-velocity surface layer (e.g., Langston and Hammer, 2001) .
Because of the many potential mechanisms for generating P-coda ( Fig. 1) , it can be difficult to determine observationally the balance between energy originating near source and near receiver, and researchers have come to various conclusions. Kennett (1987) studied short-period, regionaldistance P-coda from six events recorded at a mediumaperture array in Australia (WRA) and found a significant decrease in the level of coherent coda as the source depth increased. This implied that near-source scattering was dominant in P-coda. Korn (1988) studied regional-distance P-coda at short periods from 54 events recorded at WRA and equivalently found that the decay rates of coda envelopes increased substantially and systematically as the source depth increased. This was again taken to imply that near-source scattering was the dominant component of P-coda for shallow events and that only deep-focus events should be used for statistical modeling of near-receiver heterogeneities. Bannister et al. (1990) studied teleseismic P-coda from eight events recorded at a small-aperture array in Norway (NORESS) and concluded there was very little near-receiver P → P scattered energy, but that 10%-30% of the coda was associated with near-receiver P → S; R g and that 30%-50% was coherent energy generated near the source. Three of the eight events were intermediate depth, but even so for two of these the authors reported long duration, strong near-source contributions to the P-coda. Langston and Ammon (1991) studied the decay rate of P-coda envelopes for 14 events recorded at several seismometers in northern California and found that at frequencies of 0.75 and 0.375 Hz the decay rates of deep and shallow events were similar, implying that most of the coda was created near the receivers; however, these authors also found for the same data set that near a frequency of 1.5 Hz the decay rates of deep events were twice as large as for shallow events.
The most comprehensive study of P-coda was carried out by Shearer and Earle (2004) . Here the authors studied a global data set of over 8000 P-coda envelopes at distances of 10°-100°. Approximately 10% of the seismograms were from earthquakes deeper than 400 km, and stacks of these envelopes showed much weaker coda amplitudes than equivalent stacks for shallow earthquakes. For example, the authors found that at a lapse time of 50 sec, the P-coda from shallow events was 2-5 times larger than from deep events at equivalent distances. Therefore, while there may be special cases in which seismometers sited in complex areas have P-coda mainly composed of energy created near the receiver, in general near-source energy is the dominant component of P-coda for shallow sources.
At regional distances of about 13°-30°there is an additional contribution to P-coda that is unrelated to the nearsource and near-receiver effects shown in Figure 1 . At these distances P waves turn in the mantle transition zone and interact with the sharp jumps in velocity that occur globally near depths of 410 and 660 km. At short periods the source pulse essentially separates into several discrete phases that arrive within 5-10 sec of one another. The extra arrivals travel in the same sagittal plane as the first arrival but possess ray parameters that differ by up to 3-4 sec=deg.
This sort of multipathing complicates the goals of verification seismology in several ways. In some cases the first arrival may be 5-10 times smaller than a later arrival and, depending on which peak is chosen, the station m b estimate can be biased. It is also possible that a small first arrival is obscured by noise, leading an analyst to pick the larger secondary arrival as the nominal first arrival. The corresponding travel-time anomaly then biases the location estimate. The existence of multiple arrivals can also lead to confusion in identifying depth phases. Furthermore, multipathing could lead to the inference of a complicated source time function, or multiple discrete sources, when in fact only a single, simple source exists.
In this work we present a comprehensive study of regional-distance (13°-30°) P-coda recorded at the Chiang Mai seismic array (CMAR) in Thailand. This station is located at regional to far-regional distances from nuclear test sites in India, Pakistan, China, and North Korea and is a primary station of the International Monitoring System (IMS). Our goal is to characterize and document the various contributions to P-coda recorded at CMAR. We use an array station so that the slowness of the energy arriving in the P-coda can be measured, allowing the coherent and diffuse contributions to be separated and potentially allowing triplicated later arrivals to be distinguished from energy created near the source. In the following sections we first give overviews of previous work on this topic and general wave propagation in the mantle transition zone. Next, we describe our data set, including a slowness analysis of the firstarriving P waves. Finally, we analyze the coherent part of the P-coda with a time-localized method of slowness analysis and the diffuse part with a frequency-localized method of slowness analysis.
Overview of P-Wave Propagation at Regional Distances Many previous studies have used seismic arrays to study regional-distance P-coda and in particular to detect later arriving phases associated with upper mantle triplications (Niazi and Anderson, 1965; Johnson, 1967; Simpson et al., 1974; King and Calcagnile, 1976; England et al., 1977; Ram and Mereu, 1977; England et al., 1978; Ram et al., 1978) . A comprehensive review of these and related studies is given in Koper and Fatehi (2008) . Here we briefly describe wave propagation in the transition zone to determine at what distances and with what properties triplicated phases are most likely to be observed in short-period P-coda.
Example paths for rays traversing the mantle transition zone are shown in the upper left-hand panel of Figure 2 . The paths were computed for a surface focus in the IASP91 model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991) , over a range of ray parameters from 8.0 to 15:0 sec=deg, equally spaced in increments of 0:05 sec=deg. A rich variety of refractions and reflections are generated. Some focusing of energy near 1°i s created by postcritical reflections from the Moho (PmP) as is commonly observed in seismograms recorded at local distances. More relevant to this study is the focusing of energy at 15°-20°created by returns from the 410 and 660 km discontinuities. This distance range also has the most extreme multipathing, with IASP91 predicting seven distinct arrivals (not including nongeometrical contributions to P n ) at some of the distances. By 30°the multipathing ends; however, for velocity models with a strong discontinuity near 220 km, such as the preliminary reference Earth model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) , asthenospheric phases are predicted out to nearly 40°.
In the middle left-hand panel of Figure 2 we show ray paths for all of the geometric P waves at 17°, again for a surface focus. IASP91 predicts five arrivals, two associated with the low-velocity asthenosphere that can be considered the geometric extension of P n , one turning above the 410, one reflecting off of the 410, and one diving beneath the 410. The three shallowest rays arrive within 1.3 sec of one another and differ by at most 1 sec=deg in ray parameter. Therefore, it would be difficult to separate these arrivals, even with data from a large aperture array station. However, the two deeper rays arrive at ray parameters 2-3 sec=deg smaller than the three shallow rays, and so even though the predicted times are somewhat close, a wavenumber filter may separate the later arrivals from the coda and/or depth phases associated with the first group of arrivals.
The bottom left-hand panel of Figure 2 shows the three rays predicted by IASP91 to exist at 26°. These rays form a classic triplication of a ray turning above the discontinuity, . We also show the corresponding travel-time curve reduced by 11 sec=deg (right-hand panel). Note that the point labeled P n is the cusp of a ray-theoretical, asthenospheric travel-time branch that has velocities similar to that of a true P n wave that has diffracted along the Moho in a spherical Earth.
a ray reflecting from the discontinuity, and a ray diving beneath the discontinuity. In this case the diving wave arrives first, about 3 sec ahead of and 1 sec=deg steeper than the shallower turning ray. The reflected ray arrives just 0.3-0.4 sec behind the shallow turning ray, steeper by about 0:3 sec=deg. So while it is unlikely to be possible to discriminate between the two shallower waves using an array station, it may be possible to discriminate the diving ray from the other two. The corresponding travel-time curve for regional distances is shown in the right-hand panel in Figure 2 . The curve was created using the taup methodology of Buland and Chapman (1983) and the IASP91 velocity model. We show the curve in reduced space in which a slowness of 11 sec=deg was used to offset the move-out. The cusps associated with the transition zone phases are labeled A-F and are ordered in terms of decreasing ray parameter. The AB branch turns above the 410, the retrograde BC branch reflects off the 410, the CD branch turns in between the 410 and the 660, the retrograde DE branch reflects off the 660, and the EF branch turns below the 660. Points E and C are predicted to have large amplitudes as they represent the angle of critical reflection for rays incident on the 410 and 660, respectively. Technically, rays reflected at precritical angles extend the curve at points C and E back towards smaller distances; however, these waves are expected to have small amplitudes. Likewise, diffraction is expected to extend the curve at points B and D to greater distances, but again amplitude is expected to drop off quickly, especially at short periods.
Clearly, different velocity models lead to different travel-time curves. For instance, increasing the depth to the 410 km discontinuity delays the BC branch in time and shifts it to larger distances. Likewise, flattening the velocity gradient above the 410 extends the B cusp to larger distances. However, for most reasonable velocity models, the general character of the curve is unlikely to change fundamentally, and the IASP91 predictions can be used to gain insight on the observability of transition zone phases. The most promising distance range to distinguish and identify triplicated waves from other portions of the coherent P-coda is likely at 13°-15°. Here the P BC=CD phases are expected to arrive significantly later and less steeply than P AB and shallower phases and to have relatively large amplitudes. A similar situation exists at distances of 17°-18°for waves grazing the 660 km discontinuity. The third promising distance is around 27°-28°near the D cusp in which P CD=DE rays arrive with a large-time separation relative to P EF , though with similar ray parameters. For some velocity structures it may also be possible to observe P AB=BC phases at these distances.
Data Set of CMAR Seismograms
Our original data set consisted of vertical component, short-period seismograms from over 1700 events that occurred from 1995 to 2004 at distances of 13°-30°from CMAR. We selected only those events that had primarily a continental path and those for which a P-wave arrival at CMAR was reported in the catalog produced by the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC). An example record section is presented in Figure 3 , along with the sensor configuration of CMAR. As we began processing these data we noticed that many had large travel-time residuals relative to IASP91, and in some cases the nominal arrival time reported in the NEIC catalog did not match a noticeable feature in the data. Therefore, in order to improve the overall quality of the data set, we decided to cull events with poor quality locations.
To classify which events to keep and which to eliminate we used the updated Engdahl-van der Hilst-Buland (EHB) catalog of reprocessed ISC locations (Engdahl et al., 1998) . In particular, we accepted those events from our original data set for which (1) the isol field was HEQ, DEQ, or FEQ; (2) there was no x in the iseq field; and (3) the ahyp field was not Z. This eliminated known explosions and poorly located earthquakes, such as those with secondary azimuthal gaps greater than 180°, and standard depth errors larger than 15 km. This reduced the number of data to 955 events but led to a more consistent and high-quality data set that was complete down to a magnitude of about m b 4.7. The epicenters are presented in Figure 4 . Most of the seismicity forms an arcuate belt representative of the ongoing collision between India and Eurasia. Also, most of the seismicity is shallow, with only 41 events having a depth greater than 50 km and none being deeper than 200 km. Nearly all of the intermediate-depth events occur in the Hindu-Kush zone in Afghanistan at distances of 29°-30°, though a significant number of deep crustal events (depths of 40-70 km) occur in Tibet at distances of about 14°-17°. 
Travel-Time Residuals of First Arrivals
For each event we visually inspected the (up to) 18 traces recorded at CMAR and eliminated those that had glitches, null segments, or electronic noise. We then filtered the data using a three-pole, acausal Butterworth band-pass filter with corners of 0.67 and 1.33 Hz, formed linear beams using the expected slowness vector, and hand picked the arrival times of the firstarriving waves. This was partly done for quality control but mainly because these times were needed to align beams prior to stacking them in bins of distance or back azimuth. Our initial processing indicated that theoretical times, even for EHB locations, were not accurate enough to produce coherent stacks of beams. Because we do not use these times to locate earthquakes or infer Earth structure, the small bias in arrival time created by the acausal filter is unimportant.
The corresponding travel-time residuals are shown geographically, and averaged in distance bins, in Figure 4 . The distribution is nearly Gaussian with a mean of 0:11 sec and a standard deviation of 1.64 sec. We attribute the remarkably small bias to the high quality of the EHB locations and the appropriateness of IASP91 as an average velocity model for the region. Coherent geographical patterns appear in the residuals, such as the patch of near-zero values for events in Pakistan and the strongly negative signal for events in Tibet; however, data from many more stations and earthquakes would be required to generate the crossing paths required for a tomographic study.
Slowness Analysis of First Arrivals
A previous study of slowness anomalies at CMAR caused by near-receiver heterogeneities found a median ray parameter residual of 1:35 0:58 sec=deg and a median back-azimuth residual of 7:3 12:4° (Bondar et al., 1999) . This level of inaccuracy is large enough to cause confusion among various upper mantle branches of the travel-time curve, especially near cusps (Fig. 2) . However, those authors also found that the slowness anomalies depended significantly on incoming direction and that the values reported previously are an average over all regions of slowness space. Therefore, as a further check on data quality, but more importantly to assess the accuracy of CMAR-based slowness estimates for regional-distance events from the northwest, we estimated 2D slowness vectors for all of the first arrivals in our data set.
We filtered the data as described in the previous section and determined the optimal slowness vector for the first arrival from each event by doing a grid search over beam power in Cartesian slowness coordinates. The grid bounds were 20 sec=deg and the search increment was 0:1 sec=deg. The beams were calculated using third order phase stack weighting (Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997) , and power was measured over a 2 sec window that started at the picked first arrival time. In Figure 5 we show the resulting residuals assuming EHB locations and the IASP91 velocity model. We find mean residuals of 0:84 1:14 and 0:28 1:16 sec=deg for east-west and north-south slowness, respectively. The trend is remarkably constant for various incoming directions and, therefore, is probably created by some sort of geological heterogeneity near the array. Considering the slowness in polar coordinates, the ray parameter estimates are only mildly biased, with a mean residual of 0:18 1:26 sec=deg, while the mean backazimuth anomaly is more significant at 5:2 5:9°. The observed ray parameters nicely track the expected change of about 5 sec=deg as the distance increases from 13°to 30°. This implies that measured ray parameters for later arrivals, at least near cusps C and E, should be distinguishable from the first-arrival ray parameters.
Slowness Analysis of Coherent Component of P-Coda
To determine the slowness properties of coherent arrivals in the P-coda, we used the same time-domain, Figure 4 . Epicenter and travel-time residuals for the 955 events considered in this study. Hypocenters were taken from the updated EHB catalog (Engdahl et al., 1998) , travel times were calculated relative to IASP91, and arrival times were handpicked in this study. Only events at distances of 13°-30°from CMAR and with continental paths were selected. beampacking method as used for the first arrivals. This allowed us to have the relatively high resolution in time required to separate and distinguish later-arriving phases. Our technique is described as follows. For each event we performed a sliding window slowness analysis, starting 10 sec prior to the picked first-arrival time and continuing for 40 sec. The windows were 2 sec long and were shifted in increments of 0.2 sec, giving a 90% overlap. Optimal slowness vectors were determined for each window using a gridsearch method similar to what was described in the previous section and with the same frequency band. However, the dimensions of the slowness grid were expanded to 40 sec=deg in increments of 0:2 sec=deg, to account for the possibility of coherent R g or L g energy in the coda. For each event, this resulted in four time series with equal lengths of 201 points: beam power, coherence, ray parameter, and back azimuth. Example output for this procedure is shown in Figure 6 .
We tested several criteria for identifying significant arrivals from these time series. The following procedure led to a nice balance between not generating too many spurious arrivals while not missing legitimate but small-amplitude arrivals. First, we multiplied the linear beam power by the square of the coherence and applied two passes of a nearest-neighbor smoothing filter. Any local maximum on this curve was then accepted as an arrival if it had a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 5 on the original linear beam and a coherence of at least 0.8. For the event shown in Figure 6 , which is typical, this procedure resulted in seven distinct arrivals as shown by the gray stars. Modest changes in our acceptance criteria led to small changes in the number of significant arrivals. For instance, dropping the signal-tonoise ratio requirement from 5 to 3 increased the average number of significant arrivals per event from 3.40 to 3.45, and dropping the coherence requirement from 0.8 to 0.75 increased this average to 4.42.
Results from this procedure are shown in Figure 7 for a group of 83 shallow events (depth less than 40 km) that occurred at distances of 14.5°-15.5°. The amplitude of each later arrival is scaled according to the event-specific maximum and then plotted as a function of ray parameter, back azimuth, and lapse time, where lapse time refers to time since the first arrival. There is some scatter in the backazimuth estimates, but they clearly cluster around the value for the first arrival. This is true even for the very smallamplitude arrivals that are only 10%-20% as large as the maximum. We also found this to be true for the other distance ranges in our data set: the mean back-azimuth residual for all later arrivals is 5:9 6:8°, while the mean backazimuth residual for all first arrivals is 5:2 5:9°. The lack of significant off-great-circle energy is consistent with the standard model of Dainty (1990) and implies that the P-coda contains relatively little coherent energy created by nearreceiver scattering. As shown in Figure 7 , there is a distinct cluster of large, later-arriving phases for events occurring at distances around 15°. The secondary energy arrives about 6-8 sec after the first arrival and has ray parameters smaller by 2-3 sec=deg.
These properties are consistent with P BC arrivals that have reflected off of the 410 km discontinuity and/or P CD arrivals that have turned beneath the 410 km discontinuity. In particular, the drop in ray parameter distinguishes these arrivals from P AB depth phases. Furthermore, synthetic seismograms show that interfering P BC=CD waves near the C cusp often have bigger amplitudes than the first-arriving P AB wave. Finally, we point out that these strong later arrivals show up at distances out to18°but atprogressively smaller differential times (Fig. 8) . The is the expected behavior for P BC=CD but not for pP AB .
The mean differential time between the largest arrival and first arrival for the 15°distance bin is 6:9 1:7 sec (after removing four outliers). This is about 2 sec larger than predictions from IASP91 for a surface focus, implying that P AB is too fast, P BC=CD is too slow, or some combination of the two. We previously found evidence that P AB waves (the first arrivals) are fast for this area (Fig. 4) ; in fact, the mean absolute P AB residual for these events is about 2 sec. So the simplest explanation for our observations is that the uppermost mantle beneath Burma is seismically fast, perhaps due to extra thick lithosphere or lid, while the region around the 410 km is nicely described by IASP91. Alternatively, some of the anomaly in P AB P BC=CD differential times could be caused by a slightly depressed 410 km discontinuity in the region. A depression of 10 km would add about 0.5 sec to the differential time. Given this level of nonuniqueness, formal modeling of Earth structure is not warranted. In Figure 9 we show depictions of significant later arrivals for distances of 19°-24°. The P DE=EF branch of arrivals is expected to appear 5-6 sec after the first arrival with a significantly reduced ray parameter, but there is no compelling trend in the observations. This may be related to the sparseness of data at distances of 22°-24°and is not necessarily an indicator of nonstandard structure near the 660 km discontinuity. At the largest distances of 25°-30° (Fig. 10) , we again see evidence of multipathing in the upper mantle. Especially at distances of 27°-29°, secondary arrivals appear 2-6 sec after the first arrival with a significantly increased ray parameter, as predicted for P CD=DE arrivals. However, there is wide variation in the differential times and ray parameters, and no strong constraints can be placed on Earth structure.
It is worth noting that at the largest distances of 28°-30°t he stacked beam power envelopes flatten out considerably, with many strong arrivals occupying the entire time window of 30 sec after the first arrivals (Fig. 10) . Only shallow events (depth < 40 km) are included in these stacks, and so it cannot be that the arrivals are depth phases from intermediate-depth earthquakes in the Hindu-Kush seismogenic zone. Instead, the nearly flat coda envelopes are likely indicative of increased near-source scattering. A plausible (though nonunique) explanation of this energy is scattering of R g to P from topographic features in the source region. The relatively slow velocity of R g provides a mechanism for generating significant P energy far after the first arrival with only a single scattering event. Evidence exists for such a mechanism based on nuclear explosion data from the Nevada Test Site (Stead and Helmberger, 1988; Gupta et al., 1991) . However, for this mechanism to be viable the earthquakes in this area would have to be especially shallow, as R g excitation drops off significantly with increasing source depth.
Stacked coda beams for shallow and intermediate events in the 30°bin are compared in Figure 11 . Consistent with previous studies, the coda for the deeper events is less energetic, especially in the first 10 sec after P. However, strong depth phase energy is evident for some of the intermediate events, and this makes a quantitative comparison difficult. Although pP energy is not predicted earlier than a lapse time of about 22 sec for these events, a large depth phase peak occurs at around 17 sec in Figure 11 . This implies that the nominal depths for these events may be slightly overestimated.
Slowness Analysis of Diffuse Component of P-Coda
To examine the diffuse portion of the P-coda generated by scattering near the receiver, we followed the approach of Key (1967) and Bannister et al. (1990) . Specifically, we first formed a linear beam at the theoretical slowness to serve as the effective source time function. Presumably, this includes the actual source time function of the event, the near-source scattering response, and any propagation effect, such as multipathing, that occurs in transit. We then aligned the beam with each trace via cross correlation and subtracted it. This yielded a set of residual seismograms that mainly contain energy created near the receiver and is similar in spirit to the vertical receiver function approach of Langston and Hammer (2001) . We present an example in Figure 12 .
The fraction of diffuse to coherent energy in the P-coda can be crudely estimated by comparing the envelopes of residual and beam seismograms. For the example shown in Figure 12 , the residual amplitude is about 20% of the beam amplitude in the first 5 sec and then quickly rises to become equal after about 25 sec of lapse time. There is then a long gradual increase in the ratio of diffuse to coherent amplitude that approaches a factor of 2 at large lapse times. Though small in amplitude, the coherent component of the P-coda can be observed for nearly 150 sec of lapse time. This example is typical, but in general there is wide variation among the residual seismograms for a given event. We attribute this to the relatively high frequency of the seismic energy (1 Hz) given the aperture of CMAR (about 10 km) and the fact that there is some geologic variation across the array. There is also wide variation in residuals recorded at the same element from different events, indicating that the site contributions to the coda are directionally dependent.
Because of the lack of discrete, localized phases in the residual seismograms, we used a frequency domain method (Capon, 1969) to compute broad, time-averaged estimates of the slowness. Our specific implementation of this technique (described in detail in Koper and de Foy [2008] ) gives maximum-likelihood estimates of the frequencywavenumber spectrum averaged over the initial 160 sec of lapse time. In Figure 13 , we show an example slice of a frequency-wavenumber spectrum. As expected from the lack of coherence among residual seismograms, there is no dominant peak indicative of energy propagating as a plane wave, and several nearly equivalently sized local maxima exist. The primary feature is a large symmetric null centered at the slowness of the direct P wave. This shows that our beam-subtraction process is equivalent to a diskshaped notch filter in wavenumber space. Despite the unorganized appearance of the spectrum shown in Figure 13 , there are preferred arrival directions for the energy in the residual seismograms. We illustrate this in Figure 14 by showing the locations in slowness space of all 955 global maxima. The cluster to the southwest has apparent velocities near 4:0 km=sec, indicative of higher mode Rayleigh waves; however, our previous analysis of the ambient noise field at CMAR also showed this peak, which was found to correlate with ocean waves in the Bay of Bengal (Koper and de Foy, 2008) . Therefore, it is not, strictly speaking, signal-generated noise. The second cluster of maxima, to the northwest in Figure 13 , occupy a region of slowness space that is very quiet in terms of ambient noise; hence, they are potentially related to the scattering of incoming P waves. Unfortunately, the maxima are scattered in back azimuth and there is no single, obvious topographic feature in this direction that would lead to P → R g scattering. Furthermore, the velocities are much higher than expected for R g . We also identified a positive correlation between the back azimuth of the diffuse coda peak and the back azimuth of the source. This is not expected if there were one dominant geographical feature that was creating P → R g energy. Instead, it seems more likely that there is a small amount of coherent coda energy in the residual seismograms that is not quite eliminated by our beam-subtraction process. Figure 3 . The vertical scaling is consistent among the three traces, so the relative size of the residual and beam seismograms gives a direct estimate of the relative size of the diffuse and coherent portions of the coda. Figure 13 . Example frequency-wavenumber spectrum for Pcoda from the residual seismograms for the event shown in Figure 3 . The spectrum is shown is slowness space at a frequency of 0.96 Hz and was created using the approach described in the text. The large negative hole towards the northwest is created by the removal of the coherent portion of the P-coda.
Conclusions
Using the medium-aperture array in Chiang Mai, Thailand, we studied the properties of P-coda waves for a group of 955 events that occurred at distances of 13°-30°with primarily continental paths. We found that nearly all coherent energy in the first 30 sec after the P wave arrives along the great circle path. This is consistent with the standard P-coda model of Dainty (1990) and indicates that near-receiver scattering, which would generally lead to large slowness anomalies, contributes little coherent, plane-wave energy to the coda waves. Nearly all of the coherent energy also arrives with ray parameters within 2-3 sec=deg of the first arrival. The majority of this energy seems to be associated with near-source scattering, perhaps R g → P, though this would require especially shallow earthquakes, or L g → P. This energy is largest for events at 28°-30°as these beam envelopes have a slower coda decay rate.
In some cases, we were able to identify coherent arrivals in the P-coda that were unrelated to near-source scattering, including depth phases, and were instead related to triplications caused by the strong velocity jumps and gradients in the mantle transition zone. These phases were most clearly seen for events occurring in Tibet at distances of 14°-17°from CMAR. We observed secondary arrivals associated with ray paths that either dive beneath the 410 km discontinuity (P CD ) or reflect off of it (P BC ), which had anomalously large differential times relative to the first-arriving P AB phase. The differential times were too large by about 2 sec, which is nearly equal to the absolute P AB residuals. Therefore, while a depressed 410 km discontinuity may contribute to the anomalous differential travel times, it is more likely that the shallow mantle beneath Burma is anomalously fast.
We also examined the diffuse portion of regionaldistance P coda by subtracting array beams from each element. The residual seismograms were surprisingly strong, becoming equal in amplitude to the beam seismograms after only 20-30 sec. The residual seismograms contained almost no coherent, signal-generated noise, though they did reflect ambient noise sources. In other words, there was no evidence for a deterministic P → R g arrival from near-receiver topography, as has sometimes been found in other array based studies of P-coda (i.e., Key, 1967) . Most of the diffuse coda is instead related to heterogeneities near the receiver that create energy that does not travel as a plane wave across the array. . Global maxima from slowness spectra of residual seismograms for our data set. The peak to the southwest is Rayleigh noise from ocean waves in the Bay of Bengal (Koper and de Foy, 2008) and is not signal-generated noise. The cluster to the northwest may be partially created by near-source scattering but is also probably related to coherent P-coda that was not perfectly filtered out by our beam-subtraction procedure.
